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Abstract— Researchers have found different types of cancer cell along with various normal gene structures in Microarray 

data. It is possible  to set benchmark for finding out affected cell from normal one using various machine learning 

technique. Due to wide range of gene about thousand of them and minimum training data there occurs imbalance between 

them. This difference can be minimized using various optimizing algorithm and machine learning technique. In this paper 

we proposed Combined Genetic Programming for Microarray Data along with Majority Voting(MV) for classification. 

Genetic program along with MV act as both classifier and gene selection. The potential challenge for genetic program is it 

has to find gene type and also has to find optimal solution. 

 

Index Terms— Preprocessing, Genetic Program(GP), majority voting(MV), analyzing frequently affected gene) 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Microarray technology is the recent advancement in medical field which helps in creating a large database holding both 

cancerous tissue and normal tissue. Researcher have found that there is big difference in gene expression level of normal tissue and 

tumor tissue. They are trying to create pattern with these difference in gene expression using several machine learning technique to 

find out behavior of cancer. riske involved in this clinical behavior is correlating the small training sample with large number of 

gene. Mostly used method for finding out these gene expression along with microarray data is clustering, k-nearest neighbor(KNN) 

classifier, support vector machine(SVM) and naïve-Bayes classifier. Genetic algorithm(GA) is mostly used method around world 

for gene selection, some other classification algorithm under (GA) is random probabilistic model building genetic 

algorthim(RPMBGA), probabilistic model building genetic algorthim(PMBGA) has been used for this over fitting of gene with 

cancer data. 

Recently genetic programming is technique which is replacing the old computation method like genetic algorthim, because it 

act as both classifier as well as gene selection algorthim. Patient sample or training data set of gene expression is given to genetic 

programming along with their defined parameter at intial stage, then GP evolve us with binary or boolen expression of gene 

describing which class the genes for the given training samples. 

Even though the result obtained in the GP is potential challenging due to their large number hence therefore another computational 

solution is required to optimize the solution. To overcome this problem we come up with majority voting technique along with 

gene classifier. In this we develop several rule which can be more accurate than single rule or member of group. We count all their 

votes in favor of particular class. Then the assigned samples is segregated to that class and highest number of votes are calculated 

for given class  

II. METHODS 

In this we discuss about our steps required for classification of gene expression data 

2.1 Preprocessing  

Microarray data file contain gene chip software which holdes all normal gene and cancer affected gene in it. Each file contain 

column row, where each column contain expression level of different gene in single sample and row contains expression level of 

single gene in different sample. In this certain value  may be negative, some may have high threshold value, some may have lower 

threshold value. preprocessing is mainly done to eliminate background correction, log transformation, normalization, 

summarization. 

 

2.1.1 Background correction 

This is method of removing unwanted data’s (+,’-’ve) values presents in data sets. Unwanted positive and negative value which 

highly not recommended in the given data set should be removed using any preprocessing method. 

 

2.1.2 Log transformation 

Converting the data set to fit particularly into GP on the basis of threshold value. Preprocessing helps in squeezing larger value and 

stretching smaller value to help in meeting the assumption.  

 

2.1.3 Normalization 
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Process of reducing unwanted variation in data redundant helps in better optimization of data set inside GP hence normalized value 

should be obtained using preprocessing technique. 

 

2.1.4 Summarization 

Summarization is method of normalizing gene value to fit into array. This helps in overall organization of different classes of data. 

 

 Preprocessing can be done with some other third party tool like weka which provide user preprocessing of larger data on 

the bases of classifier, clustering, associate algorithm. This can be run in both consol mode or in GUI mode. It also helps in 

providing visual representation or graph based reduction of dataset. 

 

III. GENETIC PROGRAMMING 

Genetic programming is the automated lraning of computer program. GP’s learning algorithm is inspired by the theory of evolution 

and our contemporary understanding of biology and natural evolution. In GA there is fixed length of variable it will be in the form 

of binary but in GP its of variable length of tree with functions and variables hence crossover and mutation operator are applied. 

1. Initial we have to generate initial population of random composition of function and terminal set. 

2. Fitness is calculated from the individual in the population on training samples. 

3. When the termination criteria are not met, do the following steps 

Create new offspring from the parents that are selected from population based on fitness. 

1. Reproduction: Copy selected parents to the new population without any modification. 

2. Crossover: The crossover operator combines the genetically material of two parents by swapping a part of one 

parents with part of other parents. 

3. Mutation: It operates on only one individual. Normally after crossover has occurred, each child produced by 

the crossover undergoes mutation with a low probability. 

Factors like population size, crossover depth, crossover probability, reproduction probability are associated with Genetic program. 

The above steps helps in determining the initial population from GP and create reduced data set for the given one. 

 

 
In GA algorithm initial population is created on the basis of binary rule. Rule s assigned as 0,1 and training data’s are 

introduced in GP these training data are processed based on these  0’s and 1 rule selected gene are established. Then the obtained 
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data are invoked in separate GA algorithm for classifier, ie in what class the gene are distributed. Based on the result fitness are 

calculated for the given data set this process of  shrinking of bigger dataset in GA to smaller one involves two to three algorithm. 

 

In GP initial population is created on the basis of set of s-expression rule on training data. These training data flows into these 

rule and genes are selected from these training data. Then each rule is deployed on the extracted data based on the sample and true 

positive value true negative, false positive false negative are calculated. Then fitness is calculated from the above rule. 

Generation of intial population 

Intial population is generated by selecting random terminal with restriction of size. The pseudocode for  

 GenerateRule(Tree t, Integer depth) 

If ðdepth < 1Þ Then return; 

ElseIf ðdepth ¼ 1Þ Then 

t.value=SelectTerminalRandomly(); 

t.left=null; t.right=null; return; 

Else 

node=SelectNodeRandomly(); 

If (node is a terminal) Then 

t.value=node; t.left=null; 

t.right=null; return; 

ElseIf (node is a unary function) Then 

t.value=node; t.right=null; 

t.left=new Tree(); 

GenerateRule(t.left,depth-1); 

Else 

t.value=node; 

t.left=new Tree(); t.right=new Tree(); 

GenerateRule(t.left,depth-1); 

GenerateRule(t.right,depth-1); 

 

 
 

Creation of s-expression of maximum depth  with operator        {   + , _, *, /,sqr} and operand{x1,x2,x3} first multiplication factor 

is randomly chosen because its binary function which requires two operand. X1is assigned to its left and “+” as second argument. 

This continue tell all function in the tree get their argument. 

IV. MAJORITY VOTING 

Even though GP produced a desired output for the given dataset but it couldn’t fit with large number of gene with very small 

training data. So in order to over come this majority voting is used along with GP. Leave one out cross validation (LOOCV) 

method is used, where one sample is left out from training sample. LOOCV helps in overall classification, based on number of 

samples per training data. Majority voting can be explained by following example if we want to know the labels of A and B. We 

run GP for X times to get X best rule, if the result produced from S-expression is positive we favor the vote in class A, if its in 

negative we favor the vote in class B finally the total number of votes are calculated and leading vote class is used at the end. This 

is applicable only for single class. 

 For multiclass majority voting is used differently, if there are C class of sample in dataset we generate X*C rules in GP. 

We use all sample of class i which is evolved during the rule for class I as positive and others as negative hence its is used as binary 

classifier. If the result of S-expression is positive we favor our vote in positive class of i, if its negative we favor our vote in 

negative class of i. 
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V. RESULTS 

Brain cancer data 

 Brain cancer dataset contains 12625 genes which is divided into two subset of classic and non classic gliomas. Brain 

cancer dataset are available in http://www genome.wi.mit. edu/cancer/pub/glioma. These dataset are subjected to preprocessing 

with standard lower threshold=20, higher threshold=16000 and difference=5. Then preprocessed dataset are divided into training 

set and  test subset in the ratio 2:1. These data are used in GP to find its accuracy and test result. 

 

Prostate cancer data 

 Prostate cancer dataset contains 12600 gene which is divided from 52 prostate tumor and 50 nonprostate tumor. These 

dataset are available in  http://www.genome.wi.mit.edu/MPR/prostate. Data set is subjected  to preprocessing  with standard lower 

threshold=10, higher threshold=16000, difference=50. These preprocessed data are divided into training set and test subset in the 

ratio 1:1. These data are used in GP to find its accuracy and test result. 

 

Breast cancer data 

 Breast cancer dataset contains 5361 genes and they are broadly classified as BRCA1 and BRCA2. Dataset for breast 

cancer is available in http:// research.nhgri.nih.gov/microarray/NEJM_Supplement/. These dataset is subjected to preprocessing 

with standard  lower threshold =20, higher threshold=16000 and differernce=5. These preprocessed data are divided  into training 

set and test subset in the ratio 2:1. Once preprocessing is finished dataset are subjected to GP to find its accuracy and test result. 

 

Lung carcinoma data 

 Lung carcinoma dataset contains 12600 they have various internal classification. Dataset for lung carcinoma  is available 

in http://research.dfci.harvard.edu/ meyersonlab/lungca.html. These dataset is subjected to preprocessing and they are divided into 

training set and test subject in the ratio 1:1. Once preprocessing is finished its subject to GP to find its accuracy and test result. 

 

Test accuracy on dataset 

 Four public cancer data are subjecte to experiment with different number of rules. Intial population is created with 

random seeds on each time GP runs. Minimum number of member in a voting group should be three to take any decision. For 

binary classification we used brain cancer dataset and prostate cancer dataset and for multiclass classification we used breast 

cancer and lung carcinoma with v=5. We performed v=3c where c is the number of class in dataset. 

 GP along with majority voting have produced overall accuracy of 94.12 on different dataset and could able to select 

frequently occurring gene in these dataset. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we propose genetic programming along with majority voting technique for predicting cancer class along with various 

test data and test sample. Four publicly available dataset are been used in this paper to test its accuracy and class prediction. 

Accuracy obtained in multiple rule or multiple set of rules which we used in majority voting is far more accurate than single rule or 

single set of rule. 

 Some unresolved issues still exist in this that is how to find out quantitative relationship exist among the frequently 

obtained genes and how majority voting along with GP can handle other larger multiclass dataset   
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